Apartment Community website’s
features developed using Drupal

facilitating description of the
amenities and features offered by
them

premium features in the website designed and
developed quickly and easily thereby reaching a wider
set of audience
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About the Client
Liveoverture.com helps senior people discover new
opportunities for luxury within their gorgeous
communities. It contains variety of designer living and
choice of resort concept amenities with extensive
array of mind-body-social amenities. Overture is more
than a 55+ active adult rental community, it’s a lifestyle
designed to help everyone take pleasure in every
moment – past, present, and future.

Requirements
To develop some features in the website
Liveoverture.com, facilitating description of the
amenities and features offered by them. Features can be
enumerated as Community Listing page, Multisite, Local
area section in multisite, Floor Plans, Photos & Videos
listing, Modern Living, Experiences & Events, Resources,
Contact Us

Challenges
We were tasked with creating premium features in the
website that could be designed and developed quickly
and easily thereby reaching a wider set of audience.
They also wanted that the visitors should be able to
learn about any of the locations (wherever
LiveOverture’s properties are located), quickly. All this
could help them increase quality business leads and
expand their online presence.
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Solutions
Photos & Videos listing where

Multisite feature: Wherever

Videos are locally hosted. For

Overture’s properties are located,

videos we used Video module to

each has a separate website

create create thumbnails, embed

connected to the main site. So we

video to node body using

built this multisite feature which

Modern Living - Depicts all the Features,

WYSIWYG module (D7 only) and

enables visitors to reach any

Amenities, and Services

many more.

particular location’s website easily

Experiences & Events

Community Listing page: With

Local Area section in multisite: A

Floor Plans: Here, real time data is being

geo maps this shows where all,

map shows all the local areas

fetched

the properties are located.

around Overture’s property

Contact Us - Developed a Webform for

Resources - Cost Calculator, FAQ,

location.

this

Blogging, News listing

The website has various sections
describing all the facilities and features
Overture is offering.

The above features were custom developed.

Technologies Used
Drupal 7
Css
jQuery

Javascript
Php
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